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§ 1. ntroduction. - Before the discovery of Artificial Radioactivi
ty /1 by I. and F. Joliet-Curie 50 years ago, little was known about 
the phenomenon of nuclear isomerism. Indeed such discovery gave a 
great impetus to the investigation of this phenomenon. 

It is the purpose of this note to present a short review, cover
ing the period until 1939, of some early investigations on nuclear 
isomerism. Only the very first results on each subject are being 
touched upon in the review. To a certain degree the report, which in 
nu WH3 i" a iu.i.i accuwn, J." gJ.ven l.n .rorm 0.1 personn.l. reco.l..l.eC"tl.ons. 
The investigations about which quite a lot of talk is going on have 
been conducted at the Laboratory of Nuclear Chemistry of the College 
de France (directed o,y F. Joliot-Curie), where I was working in 
1936-1939· They have been directly inspired o,y the discovery of 
Artificial Radioactivity and would not have been posaible, were it 
not for the personal help, moral as well as material, and the never 
failing scientific advice of Frederic Joliot-Curie. I wish to ex
press here my deep gratitude to this great man. 

§ 2. Natural Radioactivity and Nuclear Isomerism. - The hypothesis 
that two atomic nuclei having the same value of the atomic number Z 
and the same value of the mass number A could have different radio
active properties (the hypothesis of nuclear isomerism) was put 
forward for the first time by Soddy /2/ in 1917. The first evidence 
in favour of the existence of isomers was obtained in 1921, when 
Hahn /3/ discovered Uranium z. The study of the chemical and radio
active properties of Uranium Z forced Hahn to conclude that Uranium 
Z and Uranium X2 are isomeric nuclei. Today ~t is well known that 
there are two beta-active isomeric forms of J4Pa with decay peri~ds 
1,2 minutes and 6.7 hours, few people remembering that they were 
called once UX2 and uz. 
§ 3. Artificial Radioactivity and Nuclear Isomerism. - I would like 
to emph::.size here that for almost 20 years Uranium Z and Uranium x2 remained the only kno\'m example of an isomeric pair. Thus nuclear 
isomerism for some time came to be known as an exceptional phenomenon. 
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After the discovery of Artificial Radioactivity, however, the 
search for rndio~ctive nuclei tbroueh the bombardment of stable 
elements by varioun particles naturally led to the establishment of 
a number of unrrtictnkable example::J of nuclee:r isomerisn. E::Jpecially 
sie;:nificant nnd effective v:a::J the bombard::,cnt by slow neutrollil /4/, 
which e·:en before the advent of reactors yielded artificial radio
e.cti ve nuclei all over the r.:endeleyev :periodic Table. 

~JPically, at the time (1335-1939), one could often definitely 
demonstr::1.te that an isomeric pair is present, althoueh an accurate 
statcnent about the rr.ass number of the pair could not always been 
made. T~is, tor cxa~ple, happened in the case of the first discovery 
(1935) of an isoneric pair nnong artificial radioelemer.ts in bromine 
/5/. I slnll give here one illustration; in the review article pub
lished in 1339 "!:ecent experimental research in nuclear isomerism" 
it was stat~d /6/ that nore than thirty isomeric pairs a~·e knovm to 
exist, nhereas in the review article "Induced Radioactivity" pub
lisheJ. in t!:!e sn~'c ye2.r, only seventeen isomeric pairs with well 
specified propertieD were listed /7/. 

§ 4. The discovery of nuclenr Isomerism in 80'3r. - The investigation 
of nuclear inomt:risr:J in bromine is of histori.cal significance. As a 
mattc.c o:: .fact, the first certain proof of the existence of an iso
meric p:1ir among artificial radioactive nuclides was obtained in 
1935 thro~sh ~:he investigation of radioactive isotopes of b:;;·omine, 
the .'3 table isotopes of which are 79BL· and 81 Br. 

. Kur~hc:tov et.al. /5/ showed that three radioactive isotopes, 
wi :h per1oe1s 18 r:nn., 4.4 hours, )6 bourn are produced in the 
neutron bombardocnt of the element bromine. In a subsequent experi
ment of Ar:mldi et ul. /8/ all the three ··eriods mentioned above 
were shovm to be senoi ti ve to the preser.·e of hydrogenous subs tar.
ces, which meallil that they were excited ,J. slow neutrons. Nov1 slow 
neutrons in heo.vy elements are simply cc.,Jtured. Clearly neutron 
capture in an heav:r element consisting o_· two isotopes can yield 
three radioactive isotonPR nnl ... r ;-r +~rn ,,,..._:!__~._:::- ::2.:=-c; ""!;.:. ....... ~ .:..uv..-.. ~.i..h'
pal.r. 

1'he assi.g=ent of the r::<Ucs nuc,ber 80 (and not 82 ! ) to the 
isomeric pair with period3 18 min. and 4.4 hours was correctly given 
in 1937 by Bothe and Gentner /9/. They irradiated the element tr·omine 
with hi~;!J energy ( 17 MeV ) photons from the reaction 
7Li + 

1H ~ 8Be + J and searched for the Br periods induced in 
bromine by such photons. b~ong the Br activities Bothe and Gentner 
ob~erve~ the periodn 18 min. nnd 4.4 hours, but not 36 hours, a fact 
wb1cb wJ.thout a shade o:!: do'..lbt led to the assignment mentioned above: 
the per:i.ods 18 mi.n. and 4.4 hours are obtained by neutron capture ir 
79nr and by photoneutron effect in 81 Br. 

The work initia tetl. by Kurchatov et al. is quite typical of the 
first phr:se o~ resear?L on nucl7ar isomerism, to which the present 
article 1s oa1nly ded1cated. Th1s phase, which was concluded in the 
early fourties with the advent of nuclear reactors and high current 
accelerators, was generally characterised by a relative weak activity 
of the artificial raL.ioelCJ:lCn ts. Thus such wealmess resulted in the 
circumstance ~hat, more often than not, information on the spectr:::. 
of the radiat1ons elllJ.tted (beta, gamma and conversion ele,;trom;) had 
to be looked for by very rough absorption methods. 

§ 5. The \'lebanckcr hypothesis and early idcnn on Nuclear Isomcr:!.nm.
It wao nl?-turul, (I r10uld any tautolo;:;icully compulsory) to think th~t 
the phy.:acal d1fference between the two ioomeric nuclPi in connected 
with t\';o stateD ?f different excitation of the same nucleus (sey the 
ground ~nd the f1rst excited states). However one had to invoke nome 
mechnnirm capable of ensuring the metastability of the F{Ci ted 
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level that is a mechanism preserving the excited level from being 
destr~yed very quickly by the emission of electromagnetic radiation. 

As a matter of fact, experimental evidence based on the pro
perties of the natural radioactive bodies c• (long range alpha 
particles) and also on our knowledge of slow neutron capture level 
widths (refering to highly excited levels) suggested that the radia.
ti ve ( ( ) dipole and quadrupole transition probabilities in nuclei 
are of the order of 1012 - 1013 sec-1• Now excited isomeric states 
may have widths smaller than 10-J sec-1 • 

The mechanism for the metastability of the excited isomeric 
state was proposed by Weizsacker /10/ in 1936. He assumed that the '• 
lowest excited state of the nucleus has an angular momentum differ
ing by several units from that of the ground state. 

The l'leizsacker hypothesis played a decisive role in the early 
development of theoretical and experimental investigations on nuclear 
isomerism. I shall not be concerned in this note with explanations 
of nuclear isomerism different from that proposed by Weizsacker, nor 
shall I touch upon the recent and important problem of spontaneous 
fission from excited isomeric states. 

Soon after the Weizsiicker hypothesis bad been forn:ulated. in 
October 1937 in Paris an International Conferenc~, very well orga
nised by F.Joliot-Curie, took place - the Congres du Palais de la 
Decouverte. At the conference I put forward a few qualitative ideas, 
which were quite ~elevant, at least as far as my own subsequent work 
on nuclear isomerism is concerned • 

Clearly of great importance in the study of nuclear isomerism 
was the investigation of the ( radiation emitted in the transition 
froo the excited oto te to the ground state of the nucleus. Ho-wever, 
the first searches for such radiation failed. This failure, as I 
suggested in 1937 /11/, might be explained if J-rays from the excit
ed isomeric states were strongly internally converted; in this case 
electrons of small energy would be emitted, which are hard to detect 
A~~ nn~ ~nt VA+ noon QOO~~~~~ ~~~-

The suggestion turned out to be right and I shall be concerned 
with the first experiments on nuclear isomerism and internal conver
sion in the next section. Here I will mention only that two theore
tical quantitative papers /12,13/, based on the Vleizsacker hypothesis 
and published in 1938, reached definite conclusions abo~t the necessi
ty of strong internal conversion of the low energy isomeric transi
tion radiation. 

Incidentally the (strong) internal conversion of isomeric tran
sitions should permit sometimes to discover /11/ new isomer candida
tes, namely, when a very soft radiation is being observed with a 
period much shorter than the Sargent rules for beta decay would 
allow. 

So far beta radioactive isomers were discussed: the isomerism 
in this case, implies a difference in lite-times of the fo-active 
isomers. However, as I noticed /11/ at the Congres du Palais de la 
Decouverte, beta-stable nuclei having a metastable excited state 
should also not be very rare and might be revealed by studying the 
radiation emitted by this metastable state. These nuclei are interes
ting for the understanding of nuclear isomerism, because the radia
tion corresponding to the isomeric transition is not troubled by the 
presence of un\~ted beta and gamma rays. It should be possible to 
obtain a beta-stable nucleus in a metastable state, after a nuclear 
transmutation or a radioactive disintegration. However such nuclei 
may be obtained in a much more "clean" way, a matter which will be 
touched upon in a subsequent section. 

At the time of the 1937 Congress it was absolutely clear to me 
that nuclear isomerism is by no means an exceptional phenomenon 
although the actual number of known isomeric pairs was still q~te 
small at the time. 
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§ 6. !ruclcnr L:;o;;-.eri:Jm nnd Internal Conversion: early experiments. -
In the cnse of beta u.ctive iaomers, there is always the possibility 
that the radiative isomeric transition probability is decreased to 
such extent by the \leizsucker mechanism, that the normnl slower beta 
proces3ea CO!:!pete effectively to destroy the upper state. But this 
should not be the rule. \'/hen beta and gumma processes from the upper 
state have comparable probabilities and even more if the galllllla pro
cess in prevailing, the radiative isomeric transition should be ob
servable, v1i th the reservation the t, as discussed in the preceeding 
section, it might and often should consist mainly of (soft) conver
sion electrons and not of ga~nu. rays. 

From these considerations I moved when, in Paris, I initiated 
a search for radiative isomeric transitions. I had lot's of experi
ence with slow neutrons. Thus good candidate targets seemed to be 
bromine and rhodium. From the time of the Rome work in the Fermi 
group I was very well acquainted with the two periods 44 sec. and 
4.2 min. obtained in rhodium by slow neutrons. The 44 sec period 
had been used as an indicator of thermal and resonance neutrons in 
Rome. There I had been running cumulatively with a rhodium indicator 
for no less than 100 km ! It nas virtually certain that the 44 sec 
and the 4.2 min. are isomers /14/. Thus, I selected as a target 
rhodium and not bromine, the reasons for the choice being rather of 
sentimental than scientific character. As is turned out, personally 
for me it was a good choice in the sense that the competition of 
various physicists was severe in the study of the bromine isomeric 
transition whereas the study of the rhodium isomeric transitions 
was "peaceful". 

!.laking use of rout;h absorption methods and simple experimental 
apparatus (nu + Ee neutron sources, thin Rh targets, thin Geiger
Muller counters) I deliberately looked for a low energy electron 
con:ponent from Rh irradiated by slow neutrons. The soft component 
was actually present /15/. The experimental results could be ex
plaine'i by assunine; that the soft radiation is an "electron line" 

~~~~t~~o~i i~e r;r.J~~~!~~b~~? s~~~e h~o ;~~~-g~~~~:"·~~~~;;;~f .:.th~;'Yo4Flli"'-'--
nucleus, the .; 4 sec. Period chnrac terising the jJ tro.nsi tion from 
the cround state of 1v4nh to the ground state of 104Pd. 

Similar conclusions about the strong internal conversion of 
the iso::1eric tr:msition in 80nr were independently made by Roussinow 
and Yuzephovitch /16/. 

The results of rof. /15-16/ inasmuch as they agreed with the 
tbeore tical expecta tiona /11-13/, based on the \'leizsncker hypothesis 
gave support to such hypothesis. 

Already in 1939, after a nunber of more refined investigations 
had been performed, there rms no longer ony doubt us to the fact 
that isomeric transitions are often strongly converted. 

First, in the cases of isomeric nuclei of radiobromine /17-18/ 
and of element 43 /19/, strong lines of conversion electrons have 
been observed in the r..ncnetic spectrometer or in the Wilson chamber. 

Second, the internal conversion is accompanied by X ray emission: 
as a rule the analysis of these rays is in an invaluable test in the 
interpretation of nuclear isomerism phenomena /19-20/. 

Third, it has been possible to separute, one from the other, the 
two iso::1eric forr..s of radiobronine /21/. The principle of the sepa
ration oethod, which has been subaequently upplyed to a number of 
other isorr.eric p::lirs, ia as followa. Suppose the element, of which 
the isor.wric statea nre beinc studied, cun give compounds suitable 
for the application of the o~ilo.rd-Clmlmers method of concentration 
/22/. \.nen tlle isomer in the upper stute decays to the lower state, 
the corresponding recoil may be sufficient to knock the decayed atOGl 
out of the co::1pound. The dauc;hter activity can then be sepurnted, ns 
in the clnssicu.l Szilnr.J.-Chnlmers r.10thod. This method ho.s eiven addi
tional confirmation that the transitions between i::JOmeric states are 
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strongly converted (the recoil due to the r emission is not suffi
cient to knock the decayed atom out of the compoun~,.whereus the 
larger recoil of a conversion electron may be suff~c~ent) •. 

In conclusion an additional consequence of the s~rong ~~~ernul 
conversion of radiative transitions wi~h.a long lifet~me ~10 sec -
1 sec) should be mentioned. Such trans~t~ons should be qu~te fre
quent and therefore as anticipated in ref. /23/, one should observe 
the emission of soft electron lines in the most various circ~stanceo, 
in which not too light nuclei are sooehow excited. Indeed th::-s pre
diction has been fully verified, the first bright example be~g a 
strong component of soft electrons emitted in the slow neutron cap
ture of gadolinium /24/. 

§ 7. Beta-stable isomers. - The first example of a pair of beta
stable isomeric nuclei was discovered in the Joliet-Curie Laboratory 
in 1938 /25/: it was a casual discovery, but our interpretation of 
the phenomenon had been prepared by old and continuous thinking on 
the possibility (I would say the inevitability) of the existence of 
isomers stable from the point of view of beta decay /11/. 

Having in mind problems of nuclear isomerism and internal con
version, at the time I was very much conce:ne~ with the detect~on ?f 
soft radia tiona. As a detector of soft rad~a t~on v1e used a. cyl~ndr~
cal Geiger-I,luller coun t~r of eff ec ti ve length 40 mm. and d::-ame ter. 
20 mm. having an Al wall only 5 Jf.- thick. The counter was. f::-lled vn th 
air at atmospheric pressure, so that all its area was ut~l~zed. I .. 
learned to nmke the counter from my friends in 1-'lorence G. Dernard~n~, 
D.Boccinrelli and G.Or.~hialini. Incidentally it turned out that such 
counters are quite capriciuous. They vtere not. always z:eces:;;arJ in 
the present experiment and in the X-ray exper~ment wh~ch v11ll be 
described in the next sectio~. Nevertheless they gave us at least 
moral help, making us certain, that we \7ere not missing very soft 
radiations. I thoue}lt to use cadmiurn, which does not become strongly 
-::.~~-:::::.:::..-.·: :.:....-::..:::- .:::;:.:.-;; ~~u.~ ... v.u ~vw"uo..LU.tu~uL, u~ e. suppor"t ror n thln 
electrolytic denosite of the elements under study (to be activated 
by slow neutron;). However preliminurJ experiments, in which quite 
soft radiations could be detected, showed that, under bombardment 
by fast neutrons from a Rn + Be source, the cadmiu~ cylindrical sup
port becomes radioactive (T .,50 min), the activity being ahown by 
chemical proofs to belong to an isotope of cad~~um. 

We convinced ourselved that this activity was neither produced 
by simple neutron capture nor by a n, 2n reaction. 

We interpreted the 50 min. radiation emitted by cadmium as pro
ceeding from a metastable state of a beta stable isotope of cadmium. 
The reaction of excitation without capture by fast neutrons was a 
familiar process to me since the old time in Rome, where the inelas
tic scattering of fast neutrons in lend /26/ had been investigated. 
The process Cd(n,n()Cd* was expected to have a considerable cross 
section (some 10-24cm2 ) and vte thoueht that a part of the excited 
nuclei of a cadmium isotope (as it is kno1·m now, 11l Cd) might radia
tively "fall" into the metastable state, from which the 50 min. iso
meric radiation was observed. 

Subsequently a similar but much cleaner case of inelastic neut
ron scattering to an isomer of a stable isotope of indium was studied 
thourouehly by Goldhaber, Hill and Szilnrd /27/, who moved from an 
old idea of Szilard. It had been knovm for some time that under bom
bardment by fast neutrons from a Rn + Be source indium becomes radio
active with a period of about 4.1 hours /26/. Goldhnber et al. confirm
ed and extended to other neutron sources this findtne and interpreted 
the 4.1 hour period as a metastable isomer of 11:>rn produced in the 

11 5rn(n,nt) 11 5In*reaction,that is in a way similar to the one described 
above for the Cd activity /25/. The identification was certain. 
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First, slow neutron bombardment does not produce the 4.1 hour acti
vity /26-27/. Second, 115 rn*can grow !rom 11 5Cd in the reaction in
duced by fast neutrons /27/ 

1160d + n -. 115cd + 2n 

L_ 115 In*+ e + 11 

and from 11 4cd in the reaction induced by slow neutrons /27/ 

114cd + n - 115cd +I 
l-115 In*+ e- + ~ 

Third, 11 5 
induced by 
induced by 

In* can be produced in the reaction /28/115rn(p,pf) 11 5 rn* 
5.8 MeV protons and in the reaction /29/ 11 5rn<~.~f) 11 5 
16 1\IeV ol particles. 

* In 

§ 8. Excitation of beta-stable isomers by X-rays. - The first experi
ment in vrhich a beta-stable isomer was obtained by X-ray bombardment 
deserves a special place. 

In the investigations which were discussed in the preceding sec
tion the metastable states of stable isotopes were generally obtained , 
as a result of nuclear transmutations. A.Luzard and I /30/ tried a 
new method of producing beta-stable isomers, which makes impossible 
the transmutation of the nucleus and, therefore, the generation of 
radionuclides (the presence of which usually complicates the inves
tigations). 

The method consists in bombarding the target with a continuous 
X-ray spectrum of energy less than the nuclear dissociation energy. 
Of course, the metastable state is not excitable directly through 
the absorption of a quantum of energy equal to the ener~v of the 
:!.;:;~;;;~.::.~ ~.""..,.;,.~.;,.uu. uullt::vt::L·, J.U a sor"t oi nuclear fluorescence pro
cess, X-rays may excite higher nuclear levels, whicfi combine in the 
spectroscopic sense of the wo~d with the ground state, and which I 
shall call activation levels. The "fluorescence" gamma radiation, 
(usually several quanta) may leave the nucleus in a metastable state, 
the decay from which is observable by detecting the isomeric radia
tive transition. 

At Ivry, in the Laboratory of Atomic Synthesis directed by 
F.Joliot-Curie, there was available /31/ an X-ray tube of the Brasch
Lange type, supplied by a~3 MeV pulse generator. A rough estimate 
of the effective average cross section to be expected !or the excita
tion of a few activation levels and therefore for the_p~oduction of 
isomers by X-ray photor~, showed that the facility mentioned above 
gave us ample opportunity to fulfil an old dream of mine: to pr?
duce isomers by X-ray photons. 

Thus, using a mn...•.imu.m voltage of 1.8 millions volts, we looked 
for activities induced by X-ray bombardment in various elements. 

We asked F.Joliot for some indium and got from him an In foil. 
We found a positive effect in indium, one of the first, if not the 
first, elements we investigated, the corresponding period being 
~4 hours. This was obviously the 11 5 In*isomer referred to in the 
previous section /2'7-29/. The negative results from othe:::- elements, 
in which a positive effect was expected were due, as it became known 
later to lack of intensity. 

Ou; result /30/ was subsequently confirmed by U.Goldhabar et 
al. /32/. 

At a recent neutrino conference in Sicily (1980) it was a great 
pleasure to meet an old acquaintance of mine, M.Goldhaber. I told 
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him that F.Joliot, after our experiment on X-rcy excitation vras 
finished, let U::J kno1·r that the In foil we had been usine had been 
sent to him by L.Szilard for some unknmm reason. i.:aurice insured 
me that Szilard himself intended to perform the X-ray experiment ! 

Incidentally, in my work ut lvry for the fir::Jt time in rrry life 
I had to deal with large scale experimental apparatus. The noise 
when we were meusurir!£ the generator voltage on the X-ray tube by 
letting sparks take pl<.1ce between 2 m. diameter spheres, wus deafe
ning. The Laboratory vras huge, dark, very impressive o.nd "photo
genic" frou the point of viel'l of directors of filmJ on science and 
magi. I liked very much to exercise in alpinism going up quickly to 
the top of the very high pulse generator. I remember that F.Joliot 
often liked to work at Ivr,y with his own hands. 

I sent our X-ray excitation paper to my fir3t teacher E.Fermi, 
who was at the time in America and had just received the Nobel Price 
He sent me a letter with "heartly cor..gratulations for the excellent 
results of the investigation", This was extremely gratifying; I was 
convinced that Fermi had some respect for me as a terutis expert 
(only). 

F.Joliot, my second teacher, was very pleased with 01..,~· X-ray 
results, advertised them o.nd proposed tbe name < "la:1 til:£ nuclea:r: 
fluorescence" for the phenomenon we had disco'/:cn,-L 

§ 9. Conclusion. - I ·;,ould like to conclude m;:,· . ,·,lk with the pre
Jentatiut of some da-i,a. 

In 1934 }<', o.nd I. Joliet-Curie reported ,.;H: first ca1ws of 
produc·~ion of a:ctificinl radioeleoents /1/; l.;r 1980 there ,.-·.Te 
knovm about 1850 artLficinl raiionuclides (and about 280 sto;b1e 
r.uclides). 

Sec tioa 4 wau concerned with the first case of nuc:le!l. .. ' i "'Ome
risli, :::Hnon,s; artificial rndionuclides, thu t in yfi th the firn -: k:wwn 
artificial .i.someric pc:.ir /5/; by 1980 there were k:'-.wm abo-J.t 550 
isomeric pairs (with periods > ·1 ;Jec), and about 25 "isonen.c tri
~1 Pt.!!l". thn+. i ~ ?~ ,......,qoQ wh....,.,....""' f.·'h"""::'':' :-"'.:::::::.:- ~:·::..:: ... ._ J:"._ ... .:_~.,: :.~b""'""" 
tban 1 sec) are found to exist in the same ::mclePs. 

Section 6 was dedicated to the first fow ca!lcs i:n which an 
isomeric transition radiation was di't'ectly obr>erved /15-21/; ~'JY 
1980 about 250 ca:::es were known in which the radiation f 1m ar: iso
meric transition (of period > 1 sec) vm.s dirc>ctly observed. 

Sections 7-8 were concerned with the .first example:J of i;:;omers 
of beta-stable nuclei o.nd vrith some methods for the:ir produ:::tion 
/25-30/; by 1980 there were known about 50 exumples of isomere of 
beta-stable nuclei \'lith period > 1 sec. 

This statistical material illustrate::; well the a.mn:-;ing signifi
cance of the Artificial Radioactivity discove~J. 

I would like to quote some words pronounced in 1936 by fu:rico 
Fermi: nrrom the point of view of the bistcr;,· of pbysics the great 
lesson from the work of F.Joliot and I.Curie is "!.at they have 
shown how it is possible to achieve great deeds with the help of 
simple end cheap means". 
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IToHTeKOpBo B. E3,4-83-581 
HeKOTOphle paHHHe HCCneAOBaHHH no HAepHOH H30MepHH 

ITpeACTaBneH o6sop HeKOTOpb~ paHHHX HCCneAOBaHHH 
I 19 35-19 39 I o HAepHoil H30MepHH, BbmonHeHHb~ B CBH3H c OTKPbi
THeM HCKyCCTBeHHOH paAHOaKTHBHOCTHo noKnaA He nonHbll 0 OH 
Cy6'heKTHBHbiH H KacaeTCH TOnhKO CaMhiX nepBhlX pesynbTaTOB no 
cneAYJO~M TeMaM: OTKpbiTHe H30MepHH, rHnoTesa Bailu;eKepa, 
Ha6niOAeHHH H30MepHblX nepeXOAOB, BHyTpeHHHH KOHBepCHH H30MepHb~ 
nepeXOAOB, 6eTa-cTa6HnbHble H30Mepbl H HX B036YJK,IJ;eHHe. 

Pa6oTa BbmonHeHa B J1a6opaTopHH HAepHb~ npo6neM OlliiH. 

npenpHHT 06beAHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyTa AAePH~X HCCneAOBaHHH. ~y6Ha 1983 

Pontecorvo B. E3,4-83-581 
Some Early Investigations on Nuclear Isomerism 

A review is given of some early (1935-1939) investiga
tions on nuclear isomerism conducted after the discovery 
of artificial radioactivity. The talk is in no way full, is 
subjective, and deals only with some of the very first results 
on the following points: discovery of isomerism, Weizsacker 
hypothesis, internal conversion of isomeric transitions, 

, observation of isomeric transitions, S-stable isomers and 
their excitation. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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